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Use this comprehensive guide to get the essential, straightforward information you need to master the core capabilities of Visual Basic 2005.

Get the essential, straightforward information you need to master the core capabilities of Visual Basic 2005. Focusing on the language and the Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 base class library, a well-known authority on Visual Basic provides both new and experienced developers the pragmatic guidance and examples they need to build innovative solutions.

Discover how to:

	Compress files, manipulate ACLs, use semaphores, and exploit other new capabilities in the .NET Framework 2.0
	Implement generics to define a type-safe data structure
	Use inheritance, polymorphism, interfaces, delegates, and attributes to write flexible applications
	Use the My namespace to perform common tasks more easily
	Work with the new editing and debugging features of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005
	Master regular expressions and perform complex text searches and input validation
	Take advantage of streams, serialization, and threading techniques
	Implement advanced programming techniques based on custom attributes, reflection, and on-the-fly
	Interact with legacy code by using Pinvoke and COM Interop
	Understand key differences from Visual Basic 6.0


 About the Author 

Francesco Balena has been programming with Visual Basic since version 1.0. He is the author of many Microsoft Press titles, including the widely acclaimed prior editions of this book. Francesco is a cofounder of Code Architects srl, an Italian software company that specializes in using Microsoft technologies to create enterprise-level solutions and programming tools. In addition, he is a regional director for MSDN Italy, and a popular speaker at developer conferences.
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Pulsed Laser Ablation of Solids: Basics, Theory and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	The book introduces ‘the state of the art' of pulsed laser ablation and its applications. It is based on recent theoretical and experimental studies. The book reaches from the basics to advanced topics of pulsed laser ablation. Theoretical and experimental fundamental phenomena involved in pulsed laser ablation are discussed with...
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Enabling Technologies for Mobile Services: The MobiLife BookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book’s emphasis is on describing a complete architectural framework, which combines theory and practice in a way that gives a realistic view of the opportunities and challenges in the applications and services area, including results from both extensive user evaluations and technical evaluations. It will cover topics in the B3G area that...
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Thyroid CancerSpringer, 2005

	- Includes all current diagnostic techniques including FDG-PET and MRI


	- Second Edition is completely revised to include the latest diagnostic and theraputic concepts


	- Special section is devoted to medullary thyroid cancer
...
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Business Statistics: Contemporary Decision MakingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Help your students see the light.


	With its myriad of techniques, concepts and formulas, business statistics can be overwhelming for many students. They can have trouble recognizing the importance of studying statistics, and making connections between concepts.


	Ken Black's fifth edition of Business Statistics:...
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Foundations of Python Network ProgrammingApress, 2004

	To guide readers through the new scripting language, Python, this book discusses every aspect of client and server programming. And as Python begins to replace Perl as a favorite programming language, this book will benefit scripters and serious application developers who want a feature-rich, yet simple language, for deploying their...
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Microsoft Excel VBA Programming for the Absolute BeginnerPremier Press, 2002
VBA Programming for the Absolute Beginner is designed to help readers with no programming experience learn not only the basics of VBA, but also the fundamental programming concepts they need to grasp in order to learn their next programming language. Offering an easy, non-intimidating approach to VBA, the For the Absolute Beginner series was...
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